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Coffee, CYP1A2 genotype and risk of myocardial infarction
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The association between coffee intake and risk of

myocardial infarction (MI) remains controversial [1, 2].

Coffee is a major source of caffeine, which is metabolized

by the polymorphic CYP1A2 enzyme. An A to C substi-

tution at position 734 (CYP1A2*1F) in the CYP1A2 gene

decreases enzyme inducibility as measured by plasma or

urinary [caffeine]/[caffeine metabolite] ratio after a dose of

caffeine, resulting in impaired caffeine metabolism [3].

Individuals who are homozygous for the CYP1A2*1A allele

(A/A) are ‘‘rapid’’ caffeine metabolizers whereas carriers

of the variant CYP1A2*1F are ‘‘slow’’ caffeine metabo-

lizers. The objective of this study was to determine whether

CYP1A2 genotype modifies the association between coffee

consumption and risk of MI. Cases (n = 2,014) with a first

acute non-fatal MI and population-based controls

(n = 2,014) were genotyped by RFLP-PCR. A food

frequency questionnaire was used to assess coffee intake.

Odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were

calculated using conditional logistic regression. For carri-

ers of the slow *1F allele, the ORs (95% CI) for risk of MI

associated with consuming\1, 1, 2–3 and 4 or more cups/

day were 1.00 (reference), 0.99 (0.69–1.44), 1.36 (1.01–

1.83), and 1.64 (1.14–2.34), respectively. Corresponding

ORs (95% CI) for individuals with the rapid *1A/*1A

genotype were 1.00, 0.75 (0.51–1.12), 0.78 (0.56–1.09),

and 0.99 (0.66–1.48) (P = 0.04 for gene-diet interaction). It

has previously been suggested that coffee may be associ-

ated with an increased risk of MI only among younger
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Fig. 1 Coffee intake and risk of MI by CYP1A2 genotype among

subjects less than 50 years of age. Adjusted for age, sex, area of

residence, smoking (never, past, 1–19 cigarettes/day, ‡20 cigarettes/

day), waist-to-hip ratio, income, physical activity, history of diabetes,

history of hypertension and intake of total energy, saturated fat intake,

polyunsaturated fat, trans fat, sucrose and alcohol
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individuals. Thus, we examined the effects of coffee

among subjects below the age of 50 years. For carriers of

the *1F allele the ORs (95% CI) of MI associated with

consuming\1, 1, 2–3, or ‡4 cups/day of coffee were 1.00,

2.12 (0.86–5.24), 2.43 (1.22–4.82), and 4.07 (1.89–8.74),

respectively (Fig. 1). Corresponding ORs (95% CI) for

those with the *1A/*1A genotype were 1.00, 0.39 (0.15–

0.97), 0.35 (0.17–0.76), and 0.81 (0.32–2.05) (P \ 0.001

for gene-coffee interaction). The protective effects

observed among rapid metabolizers suggest that the effi-

cient elimination of caffeine might have unmasked the

protective effects of other chemicals in coffee. Compounds

in coffee such as caffeic acid and chlorogenic acid have

antioxidant properties that might protect against heart

disease [4]. In summary, intake of coffee was associated

with an increased risk of MI only among those with

impaired caffeine metabolism, suggesting that caffeine

plays a major role in this association.
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